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Shreve ceased, as if he were waiting for them to cease or perhaps were even listening to them. Quentin lay still
too, as if he were listening too, though he was not; he just heard them without listening as he heard Shreve
without listening or answering, until they ceased, died away into the icy air delicate and faint and musical
as struck glass. And he, Quentin, could see that too, though he had not been there —the ambulance with Miss
Coldfield between the driver and the second man, perhaps a deputy sheriff, in the shawl surely and perhaps even
with the umbrella too, though probably no hatchet nor flashlight in it now, entering the gate and picking its way
gingerly up the rutted and frozen (and now partially thawed) drive; and it may have been the howling or it may
have been the deputy or the driver or it may have been she who cried first: “It’s on fire!” though she would not
have cried that; she would have said, “Faster. Faster.” leaning forward on this seat too—the small furious grim
implacable woman not much larger than a child. But the ambulance could not go fast in that drive; doubtless
Clytie knew, counted upon, that; it would be a good three minutes before it could reach the house, the monstrous
tinder-dry rotten shell seeping smoke through the warped cracks in the weather-boarding as if it were made of
gauze wire and filled with roaring and beyond which somewhere something lurked which bellowed, something
human since the bellowing was in human speech, even though the reason for it would not have seemed to be. And
the deputy and the driver would spring out and Miss Coldfield would stumble out and follow them, running too,
onto the gallery too, where the creature which bellowed followed them, wraithlike and insubstantial, looking at
them out of the smoke, whereupon the deputy even turned and ran at him, whereupon he retreated, fled, though
the howling did not diminish nor even seem to get any further away. They ran onto the gallery too, into the
seeping smoke, Miss Coldfield screaming harshly, “The window! The window!” to the second man at the door.
But the door was not locked; it swung inward; the blast of heat struck them. The entire staircase was on fire. Yet
they had to hold her; Quentin could see it: the light thin furious creature making no sound at all now, struggling
with silent and bitter fury, clawing and scratching and biting at the two men who held her, who dragged her
back and down the steps as the draft created by the open door seemed to explode like powder among the flames
as the whole lower hall vanished. He, Quentin, could see it, could see the deputy holding her while the driver
backed the ambulance to safety and returned, the three faces all a little wild now since they must have believed
her—the three of them staring, glaring at the doomed house: and men for a moment maybe Clytie appeared in
that window from which she must have been watching the gates constantly day and night for three months—the
tragic gnome’s face beneath the clean headrag, against a red background of fire, seen for a moment between
two swirls of smoke, looking down at them, perhaps not even now with triumph and no more of despair than it
had ever worn, possibly even serene above the melting clapboards before the smoke swirled across it again—
and he, Jim Bond, the scion, the last of his race, seeing it too now and howling with human reason now since
now even he could have known what he was howling about. But they couldn’t catch him. They could hear him;
he didn’t seem to ever get any further away but they couldn’t get any nearer and maybe in time they could not
even locate the direction any more of the howling. They—the driver and the deputy—held Miss Coldfield as she
struggled: he (Quentin) could see her, them; he had not been there but he could see her, struggling and fighting
like a doll in a nightmare, making no sound, foaming a little at the mouth, her face even in the sunlight lit
by one last wild crimson reflection as the house collapsed and roared away. “And
so it was the Aunt Rosa that came back to town inside the ambulance,” Shreve said.
Quentin did not answer; he did not even say, Miss Rosa. He just lay there staring
at the window without even blinking, breathing the chill heady pure snow-gleamed
Tell about the
darkness. “And she went to bed because it was all finished now, there was nothing
South. What’s it
left now, nothing out there now but that idiot boy to lurk around those ashes and
like there. What
those four gutted chimneys and howl until someone came and drove him away.
do they do there.
They couldn’t catch him and nobody ever seemed to make him go very far away,
he just stopped howling for a little while. Then after awhile they would begin to
Why do they live
hear him again. And so she died.” Quentin did not answer, staring at the window;
there. Why do
then he could not tell if it was the actual window or the window’s pale rectangle
they live at all.
upon his eyelids, though after a moment it began to emerge. It began to take shape
in its same curious, light, gravity-defying attitude—the once-folded sheet out of
-William Faulkner,
Absalom, Absalom!
the wistaria Mississippi summer, the cigar-smell, the random blowing of the fireflies.
“The South,” Shreve said. “The South. Jesus. No wonder you folks all outlive yourselves
by years and years and years.” It was becoming quite distinct; he would be able to

TO MISSISSIPPI, WITH LOVE
THE DEEPEST SOUTH OF ALL
by Richard Grant

Simon & Schuster, $26.00; pub. 9/1

Virtual
Event
Aug. 31

Signed
Copies
Available

In a book that could be the first cousin to Confederates in the Attic, the bestselling author of
Dispatches from Pluto returns to Mississippi and the town of Natchez, where he explores the
thin line between past and present in a very old Southern town that serves as a microcosm
for the country. With humor and insight, he depicts a strange, eccentric place with an
unforgettable cast of characters.

IN FAULKNER’S SHADOW
by Lawrence Wells

University Press of Mississippi, $25.00; pub. 9/15

Signed
Copies
Available

In Faulkner’s Shadow is a place the author knows well, and here he invites us to sit next
to him, on the front row to much of Oxford’s literary history. Larry Wells created the
Yoknapatawpha Press, edited and published the magnificent Cofield Collection of
photographs, and wrote the novels Rommel and the Rebel and Let the Band Play Dixie. With
his late wife, the irrepressible, lovely and formidable Dean Faulkner Wells, they befriended
and entertained the circle of writers that formed when their friend, Willie Morris, arrived
in Oxford in 1980, and continued into our present time. – RH

A TIME FOR MERCY
by John Grisham

Doubleday, $29.95; pub. 10/13

Signed
Copies
Available

Jake Brigance, the protagonist of A Time to Kill, John Grisham’s classic legal thriller, is back.
This time he’s at the epicenter of a sensational murder trial that bitterly divides the citizens
of Clanton, Mississippi.

WORLD OF WONDERS
by Aimee Nezhukumatathil, illus. Fumi Nakamura

Milkweed Editions, $25.00; pub. 9/8

Virtual
Event
Sept. 1

Signed
Copies
Available

World of Wonders is as delicate as a flower, filling us with awe and reminding us of the
beauty of the world and all its people. Local author Aimee Nezhukumatathil’s book has
the strength of a stone, engendering respect. How can a writer sustain these diametrically
opposed conditions? She does and rewards us with joy. – LR

TAILGREAT
by John Currence

Ten Speed Press, $28.00; pub. 8/25

Virtual
Event
Aug. 25

Signed
Copies
Available

A collection of 120 smart, modern, tailgate-friendly recipes from an Oxford chef
extraordinaire and his time in the tailgating mecca of the Grove. With recipes for cocktails,
sandwiches, snacks, and grill-ables, this book covers all the classics you’d expect at any selfrespecting tailgate. Yum, yum, eat ‘em up!
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Book Bundles

Square Books now offers book bundles
for a variety of occasions.
Want to send some love, books, and gifts, while supporting Square Books?
Reach out while “social distancing” by sending Square Care Packages to
friends, family, co-workers, employees—or even yourself! Simply go to
our website, answer a few questions about preferences and reading habits,
and we’ll take care of the rest. The classic Square Care Package includes a
hardback or paperback book, a Square Books coffee mug, and our Square
Books coffee blend. The hardback bundle also includes an Oxford themed
sticker.
Miss browsing at Off Square Books? Bargain Bags have you covered—
featuring at least 3 books from the bargain section, with a different theme
each week.
Other themed bundles are also available for upcoming holidays, events, and seasons. Check out our website at
www.squarebooks.com to see our latest selection of bundles. We also offer gift cards, Square Books T-shirts,
mugs, hats, and bandanas.

Four stores on five floors in three buildings one hundred feet apart on the
Square in Oxford, Mississippi

Events Info

Although in-person events might not be happening, you can still keep up with authors via a wide range of virtual
events. Join us online for Virtual Happy Hour, our “In Conversation” series, Crossroads Book Club, Zoom readings,
and new episodes of Thacker Mountain Radio, which is rolling into a new season with remote interviews and instudio performances. Visit our calendar at www.squarebooks.com/event to see what’s coming up.

www.thackermountain.com

Thacker Mountain Radio is broadcast
statewide on Saturdays at 7 p.m. on Mississippi Public Radio.
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FICTION

PRIVATE MEANS
by Cree LeFavour

Grove Press, $26.00; pub. 8/11
Spanning the course of a single summer, Private Means
is acclaimed memoirist LeFavour’s sumptuous fiction
debut—a sharply observed comedy of manners and
a moving meditation on marriage, money, and loss.

TRANSCENDENT KINGDOM
by Yaa Gyasi

Knopf, $27.95; pub. 9/1
What an absolutely amazing accomplishment. Gyasi’s
debut novel Homegoing was one of my favorite works of
fiction in several years and, incredibly, she may just
have succeeded in surpassing that book. Transcendent
Kingdom is a powerful meditation on family, love, loss, and faith that
will stay with you long after you have turned the last page. – CM

JACK

by Marilynne Robinson

Signed
Copies
Available

Farrar, Straus and Giroux, $27; pub. 9/29
Pulitzer Prize–winner Robinson returns to the world
of Gilead with this fourth and final novel in her
now-classic series, telling the story of the prodigal
son of a Gilead minister and his romance with a high
school teacher. Their deeply felt, star-crossed interracial romance
resonates with all the paradoxes of American life, then and now.

MIGRATIONS

Signed
Copies
Available

by Charlotte McConaghy

Flatiron Books , $26.99; pub. 8/4
A timely, powerful novel set in a future where
climate change has reached its end game—mass
extinction for most species. A lone female scientist is
determined to follow the Arctic Terns on what may
be their last migration to Antarctica and to do so
she must convince a fishing boat captain and his crew to take her
on as they chase perhaps one of the last catches of fish. This would
be a fascinating story in its own right, but McConaghy achieves
something more with a fine cast of characters and a multilayered
tale that has hidden depths, much like the icebergs that are slowly
disappearing. – CM

BLACK BOTTOM SAINTS
by Alice Randall

Virtual
Event
Aug. 21

Amistad, $26.99; pub. 8/18
This enthralling tour-de-force pays tribute to
Detroit’s legendary neighborhood, Black Bottom, a
mecca for jazz, sports, and politics from the 1930s
to 1950s. Featuring a powerful blend of fact and
imagination reminiscent of E.L. Doctorow’s classic
Ragtime and Marlon James’ masterpiece, A Brief History of Seven
Killings.

CUYAHOGA
by Pete Beatty

Scribner, $27.00; pub. 10/6
The subject of creation myths as compared to reality
has been under discussion lately, and this debut novel
deftly handles the subject with insight and a sly humor.
Set in Ohio during the early days of the American
frontier, the hero, Big Son, is a typical mythical character whose feats
are exaggerated into unreal status. But Big also has flaws which could
prove to be detrimental. His younger brother, Meed, is all too human
and could prove to be the agent that destroys the myth. Showing a
nuanced understanding of the American experience, Beatty has
produced a distinct and deft novel. – BC
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THE END OF THE DAY
by Bill Clegg

Gallery/Scout Press, $28.00; pub. 9/29
The course of one day and the memories it evokes
for four disparate people beautifully demonstrates
the consequences of any decision upon the life of
an individual. Intricately constructed, this novel
unveils lives that have been heavily determined by choices made a
half century earlier. In many ways the characters’ fates have been
indelibly etched, but each also has the ability to forgive, forget,
overcome, or strike out in a different direction. Using eloquent prose,
the author gives readers a fully constructed work of the vagaries and
chances inherent in human existence. – BC

PIRANESI

Signed
Copies
Available

by Susanna Clarke

Bloomsbury Publishing, $27.00; pub. 9/15
It’s been a long time since Clarke burst onto the
literary scene with her impressive debut, Jonathan
Strange & Mr Norrell, but finally the wait is over
with her newest novel. This slimmer volume is no
less rich, fantastical, or enchanting than its predecessor. Fans of
Clarke’s work will not be disappointed and newcomers will find
that this is a perfect place to start to discover the wondrous worlds
that only she can create. – CM

BETTY

by Tiffany McDaniel

Virtual
Event
Aug. 26

Knopf, $26.95; pub. 8/18
This powerful book tells the story of Betty, a young
half-Cherokee girl growing up in poverty as the sixth
of eight children in mid-twentieth-century southern
Ohio. It’s a harsh world, full of cruelty, racism, and
violence that McDaniels creates in lyrical, unflinching detail—
which can make for difficult reading in places. But what stops this
novel from being misery-lit is not only the quality of the writing but
the sense of love and joy that permeates throughout, particularly in
the relationships that Betty has with her sisters and her father. This
novel will stay with me for a long time. – JBL

THE LYING LIFE OF ADULTS
by Elena Ferrante, trans. Ann Goldstein

Europa Editions, $26.00; pub. 9/1
Attenzione, Ferrante fans! (If you haven’t seen
HBO’s series based on My Brilliant Friend, you must!)
This novel takes us again to Naples, but in the 1990s,
where Ferrante deeply plumbs the heart and mind of
Giovanna from her childhood to her teens, at which point she seems,
at least to her parents, to be morphing from a sweet, pretty girl into
her hated Aunt Vittoria, a haint of the first order. There will also be a
Netflix series based on this compelling coming-of-age story. Grande,
grande, grande! – LH

FICTION

DEAR ANN

by Bobbie Ann Mason

THE HOLE

by Hiroko Oyamada, trans. David Boyd

New Directions, $13.95; pub. 10/6
Japanese writer Oyamada, winner of the Sincho
Prize for New Writers, has written her new novel in
a refreshing, original style built on brisk, realistic
dialog between her characters. With subtle humor,
she describes Asa’s relocation from the city because of her husband’s
work to a house next door to her in-laws in a remote rural area, and
her attempt to adjust to boredom and typical family annoyances.
That’s before she encounters a strange creature, and then literally
stumbles into a series of creepy experiences, which has her questioning
everything in her life, including her sanity. A spooky, entertaining
read. – LH
by George Singleton

Hub City Press, $27.00; pub. 9/15
Remember how great it was when your favorite band
came out with an album of their greatest hits? Well
the same excitement can hold true for literature.
George Singleton is one of the best writers working
today. I’ve been a fan ever since his debut collection of stories and it’s
so rewarding to see this book of selected stories come to life. – CM

HIS ONLY WIFE
by Peace Adzo Medie

Algonquin, $25.95; pub. 9/1
This engaging novel from a debut author explores the
complex role of relationships—familial, romantic,
and societal—while offering intimate insight into
aspects of Ghanaian culture. Fans of Chimamanda
Ngozi Adichie will enjoy this story of a strong young woman and the
challenges she faces in her community, which is both increasingly
modern and contentedly traditional. – SRT

THE INVENTION OF SOUND

Knopf, $23.95; pub. 8/11
A heartfelt, daring, divinely hilarious debut novel in
which a homeless priest embarks on the journey of
a lifetime with a pistol in his pocket and an injured
coyote in his backseat.

RED PILL
by Hari Kunzru

Knopf, $27.95; pub. 9/1
From the widely acclaimed author of White Tears, a
bold new novel about searching for order in a world
that frames madness as truth.

EARTHLINGS

by Sayaka Murata, trans. Ginny Tapley Takemori

Grove Press, $25.00; pub. 10/6
From the beloved author of cult sensation Convenience
Store Woman comes a spellbinding and otherworldly
novel about a young girl who believes she is an alien.
by Phil Klay

Grand Central Publishing, $27.00; pub. 9/8
A father searching for his missing daughter is
suddenly given hope when a major clue is discovered,
but learning the truth could shatter the seemingly
perfect image Hollywood is desperate to uphold.

Harper, $28.99; pub. 10/6

VIA NEGATIVA

MISSIONARIES

by Chuck Palahniuk

by Jess Walter

Harper, $27.99; pub. 9/8
Mason, longtime friend of Square Books, has written
some of America’s greatest novels and stories, from
In Country to “Shiloh” to the bio Elvis Presley. In this
new novel, Ann Workman looks back at her youth as
a naive country girl from Kentucky. She imagines what her life might
have been if she’d gone to Stanford—as her mentor had tried to
insist—just after the days of Ken Kesey and Robert Stone, when the
world was changing fast, transformed by Vietnam and the Summer of
Love. Mason has painted a lovely panorama of innocence lost, mindaltering experiences, rebellion, and Ann’s near-perfect but confusing
first love, contrasted against letters from home. Heartbreaking and
wondrous, with lots of good music references, naturally. – LH
by Daniel Hornsby

YOU WANT MORE

THE COLD MILLIONS

Virtual
Event
Sept. 10

Signed
Copies
Available

An era of racism and sexism, a time of absurd inequity
of wealth distribution, demonization of immigrants,
minorities, and agitators, false arrests and police
brutality. An examination of today’s society? No, a
novel set in the early 20th century during the Spokane labor wars.
As the poor, itinerant Dolan brothers encounter the worlds of the
IWW and the great wealth that it opposes they are dragged into a
conflict that changes both of their lives. Like any great novel, this
tells a riveting story but also delves deeply into the failures of society.
What Walter has done is show that the America that once was is the
perfect mirror for the America that is. – BC

Penguin Press, $28.00; pub. 10/6
Drawing on six years of research in America and
Colombia into the effects of the modern way of
war on regular people, Klay has written a novel of
extraordinary suspense infused with geopolitical
sophistication. Missionaries is a window not only into modern war,
but into the individual lives that go on long after the drones have left
the skies.

INVENTORY OF LOSSES
by Judith Schalansky, trans. Jackie Smith

New Directions, $22.95; pub. 8/25
Brilliant. Just brilliant. This is an incredible collection
of fictionalized essays revolving around loss. People,
objects, places, and animals no longer among us and
known only through fragments are resurrected in an
exploration of memory and myth. Schalansky writes “being alive
means experiencing loss”—she makes you feel both. – CM
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FICTION

SQUEEZE ME
by Carl Hiaasen

HERE WE ARE
by Graham Swift

Knopf, $22.95; pub. 9/22
Few can recreate post-war England like Booker
Prize–winning author Swift, and this novel is a
perfect example. Who can resist a story involving a
brilliant young magician, his knock-out assistant, and
a charismatic MC working the famous Brighton pier in the summer of
1959? The trio vies with rockabilly bands, jugglers, tap-dancers, and
the like, while drama evolves between them. Swift’s deceptively simple
narrative sets a compelling, melancholy tone with war flashbacks and
spot-on insights about love and life—magicianship all its own. – LH

THE ABSTAINER
by Ian McGuire

Random House, $27.00; pub. 9/15
An Irishman in 19th-century England is forced to take
sides when his nephew joins the bloody underground
movement for independence in this propulsive novel
from the acclaimed author of The North Water.

Viking, $36.00; pub. 9/15
From the New York Times–bestselling author comes a
thrilling and addictive new novel—a prequel to The
Pillars of the Earth—set in England at the dawn of a
new era: the Middle Ages.

THE GHOST VARIATIONS
Pantheon, $26.95; pub. 10/6
The author of the acclaimed novel The Brief History
of the Dead now gives us 100 funny, poignant, scary,
and thought-provoking ghost stories that explore all
aspects of the afterlife.

Scribner, $22.00 pub. 10/20
From one of the most dazzling and essential voices
in American fiction, a timely and compelling novel
set in the near future about five people gathered
together in a Manhattan apartment in the midst of a
catastrophic event.
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Random House, $27.00; pub. 9/1
It’s been said short stories are much more difficult
to write than novels because each word must
be perfect. Cline displays the ability to come
close to that goal with this powerful collection.
Her characters cover the spectrum of society from the well-off to
dropouts, but eventually all share a world dominated by loss and
disappointment. Her portrayals are deft and the writing concise as
people constantly make choices that result in an existence that does
not meet hopes, dreams, or expectations—a reflection of the reality
that applies to most lives. – BC

by Christopher Paolini

Signed
Copies
Available

Tor Books, $29.99; pub. 9/15
From the bestselling author of Eragon comes a brand
new epic novel. Kira Navárez dreamed of life on
new worlds. Now she’s awakened a nightmare.

THE INVISIBLE LIFE OF ADDIE
LARUE
Signed

Virtual
Event
Oct. 14

Bloomsbury Publishing, $27.00; pub. 10/13
None of the main characters gets a pass in this dark
comedy, and it’s a lot of fun: Democrats, Republicans, writers, and even one magazine editor who
binges on sugar-dusted sticks of butter—Leavitt
skewers them all in this delectable novel. A humane, knowing comedy perfect for a moment when no one in America seems to like one
another.” – Kirkus Reviews, starred review

by Don DeLillo

Copies

Available
G.P. Putnam’s Sons, $27.00; pub. 8/18
The acclaimed author and gifted storyteller returns
with a fierce and tender tale of a father, an addict, a
lawman, and the explosive events that come to unite
them in this Appalachian noir novel.

TO SLEEP IN A SEA
OF STARS

by Kevin Brockmeier

THE SILENCE

by David Joy

by Emma Cline

by Ken Follett

by David Leavitt

WHEN THESE MOUNTAINS
BURN
Signed

DADDY

THE EVENING AND THE
MORNING

SHELTER IN PLACE

Knopf, $28.95; pub. 8/25
From the bestselling author of Skinny Dip and Razor
Girl, a hilarious new novel of social and political
intrigue, set against the glittering backdrop of
Florida’s gold coast. Irreverent, ingenious, and
highly entertaining, Squeeze Me perfectly captures the absurdity of
our times.

by V. E. Schwab

Copies

Available
Tor Books, $26.99; pub. 10/6
France, 1714: In a moment of desperation, a young
woman makes a Faustian bargain to live forever—
and is cursed to be forgotten by everyone she meets.
Thus begins the extraordinary life of Addie LaRue, and an adventure
that plays out across centuries and continents as a young woman
learns how far she will go to leave her mark on the world.

A SAINT FROM TEXAS
by Edmund White

Bloomsbury Publishing, $26.00; pub. 8/4
One of White’s most joyous, gorgeously written,
and piercing works to date, this bold and sweeping
novel traces the extraordinary fates of twin sisters,
one destined for Parisian nobility and the other for
Catholic sainthood.

FICTION

THE BIG DOOR PRIZE
by M.O. Walsh

Virtual
Event
Sept. 16

G.P. Putnam’s & Sons, $27.00; pub. 9/8
The bestselling author of My Sunshine Away returns
with another instant Southern classic: a gripping
and heartfelt novel about a mysterious machine
that upends a small Louisiana town, asking us all
to wonder if who we truly are is who we truly could be.

SUSPENSE

THE DIRTY SOUTH
by John Connolly

MEMORIAL

by Bryan Washington
Riverhead Books, $27.00; pub. 10/27
Benson and Mike are two young guys who live
together in Houston. They’ve been together for a few
good years, but now they’re not sure why they’re still
a couple. What happens when a love story collides
with the limits of love—and everyone has an opinion?

TROUBLED BLOOD
by Robert Galbraith

Virtual
Event
TBA

Atria/Emily Bestler Books, $28.00
pub. 10/20
Connolly reaches back into the past to Private
Investigator Charlie Parker’s very first case. It’s
1997, and someone is slaughtering young Southern
women, but no one wants to admit it. In an Arkansas jail cell sits a
former NYPD detective, mourning the death of his wife and child
and searching in vain for their killer. Obsessed with avenging his lost
family, his life is about to take a shocking turn.

ALL THE DEVILS ARE HERE
by Louise Penny

Minotaur Books, $28.99; pub. 9/1
The sixteenth novel by bestselling author finds Chief
Inspector Armand Gamache of the Sûreté du Quebec
investigating a sinister plot in the City of Light.

Mulholland Books, $29.00; pub. 9/15
A labyrinthine epic, the fifth Strike and Robin novel
is the most gripping yet. Private Detective Cormoran Strike is visiting family in Cornwall when he’s
approached by a woman asking for help finding her
mother—who went missing in mysterious circumstances in 1974.

THE SEARCHER
by Tana French

Viking, $27.00; pub. 10/6
After 25 years in the Chicago police force and a
bruising divorce, Cal Hooper just wants to build
a new life in a pretty spot in Ireland with a good
pub where nothing much happens. But when a local
kid whose brother has gone missing arm-twists
him into investigating, Cal uncovers layers of darkness beneath his
picturesque retreat, and starts to realize that even small towns shelter
dangerous secrets.

HISTORY

THE LAST MILLION
by David Nasaw

Penguin Press, $35.00; pub. 9/15
Bestselling author Nasaw offers a sweeping new
history of the one million refugees left behind in
Germany after WWII.

THE WAR OF THE POOR
by Éric Vuillard, trans. Mark Polizzotti

Other Press, $17.99; pub. 10/20
Vuillard won the Prix Goncourt, France’s highest
literary honor, for his novel Order of the Day, which
was one of my favorite books last year. In his concise,
knife’s-edge style he provides an account of the
Peasants’ War in 16th-century Germany. The revolt against privilege
and cruelty was led by theologian Thomas Meuntzer, who fueled the
rebellion through scripture. Vuillard brings this uprising to life with
acute insights that are cautionary and remain relevant to present-day
suffering and inequality in the world. – LH

LINCOLN’S LIE
by Elizabeth Mitchell

Counterpoint, $26.00; pub. 10/6
Mitchell, author of Liberty’s Torch, former editor of
George magazine, and Friend of Square Books, has
found an incredible, heretofore unknown story and
applied her excellent investigative skills to report on
a falsely-sourced article alleging Abraham Lincoln’s plan to draft
400,000 additional Union soldiers toward the end of the Civil War,
an article intended to initiate riots. In Mitchell’s hands, whether and
how this might have happened, the reader gains insight on fake news
and an entertaining romp through history. – RH

THE ZEALOT AND THE
EMANCIPATOR
by H. W. Brands

Doubleday, $30.00; pub. 10/6
Brands presents a quick overview of the Civil
War period by juxtaposing the personalities and
philosophies of John Brown and Abraham Lincoln.
The author succinctly shows how, ironically, the violent and bloody
beliefs of Brown, combined with his religious zeal contributed so much
to change the politics of the era while the consummate politician,
Lincoln, had to use all of his acumen to shepherd the Union through
the bloodiest war in American history. The role reversal proved to
be crucial during this important time of the country’s history, and
it’s fascinating to see how belief and circumstances placed each man
into his position. Though the two never knew each other they are
inextricably tied. Perhaps the best view is through the words of one
who did know them both, Frederick Douglass, who wrote with keen
observation on the effect they had within their own world. – BC
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HISTORY

AGENT SONYA
by Ben Macintyre

Crown, $28.00; pub. 9/15
This true-life spy story is a masterpiece about
the woman codenamed “Sonya,” one of the most
important female spies in history. With access to
Sonya’s papers and her intelligence files, Macintyre
has conjured a thrilling history of a landmark agent who altered the
course of the Cold War, plunging the world into a nuclear standoff
that would last for decades.

TWILIGHT OF THE GODS
by Ian W. Toll

W. W. Norton & Company, $40.00; pub. 9/1
An authoritative and engaging account of the
final phase of the War in the Pacific, Twilight of the
Gods brings Toll’s masterful trilogy to a thrilling
conclusion.

TECUMSEH AND THE
PROPHET
by Peter Cozzens

Knopf, $35.00; pub. 9/15
The first biography of the great Shawnee leader
in more than twenty years, and the first to make
clear that his misunderstood younger brother,
Tenskwatawa, was an equal partner in the last great pan-Indian
alliance against the United States.

REFERENCE

EX LIBRIS

by Michiko Kakutani

Clarkson Potter, $25.00; pub. 10/20
From legendary former New York Times critic and
bestselling author, Ex Libris covers a broad range
of topics that help build a well-rounded reader
and citizen of the world—from the historical to the
timely to the fantastical. With richly detailed illustrations that evoke
vintage bookplates leafed between Kakutani’s passionate essays, Ex
Libris is always pointing us to our next great read.

SPORTS

LORDS OF THE FLY
by Monte Burke

Pegasus Books, $26.95; pub. 9/1
The thrilling, untold story of the quest for the
world record tarpon on a fly rod, a tale that reveals
as much about man as it does about the fish.
Burke also examines the growing popularity of the
tarpon, an amazing fish has been around for 50
million years, can live to 80 years old, and can grow to 300 pounds
in weight—a massive, leaping, bullet train of a fish. A true Moby
Dick story!
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IF THEN
by Jill Lepore

Liveright, $28.95; pub. 9/15
Harvard professor and New Yorker staff writer Lepore
resides in the rarefied air of the very best of contemporary historians with her ability to reach deep into
history and show its relation and relevance to the
modern world. She does so here with a history of
an obscure company few have ever encountered, but despite its own
failure was the forerunner for much of today’s technological society.
The goals of Simulmatics have been achieved by the current tech
giants, and, frighteningly, people overlooked the possibilities of such
a world. The result is a society where politicians do not stand on principles, only polls; where advertisers cater to the public’s prejudices;
and, ironically, where so many declaim freedom there is absolutely
no privacy. This sobering read forces one to carefully parse every
statement that is made publicly. – BC

THE QUIET AMERICANS
by Scott Anderson

Doubleday, $30.00; pub. 9/1
A riveting account of the early days of the CIA,
Anderson examines its work in the first steps of the
Cold War and the tragic consequences of missed
opportunities to ease tension in the world and prevent
further violence. The absolutely disastrous effect of
politicizing government agencies, particularly those involved in the
gathering of intelligence, is portrayed brilliantly, and like all great
history the story not only illuminates the past but shines a relevant
light on the present. – BC

THE WRITER’S LIBRARY
by Nancy Pearl & Jeff Schwager

HarperOne, $27.99; pub. 9/8
Twenty-three of today’s living literary legends,
including Donna Tartt, Viet Thanh Nguyen,
Andrew Sean Greer, Laila Lalami, Jennifer Egan,
Louise Erdrich, Luis Alberto Urrea, Jonathan
Lethem, and Michael Chabon, reveal the books that made them
think, brought them joy, and changed their lives in this intimate,
moving, and insightful collection. llustrated with beautiful line
drawings, this is a revelatory exploration of the studies, libraries,
and bookstores of today’s favorite authors.

GODS AT PLAY
by Tom Callahan

W. W. Norton & Company, $26.95; pub. 9/22
For 50 years Callahan has observed the sports world,
and like all good columnists, his work transcends
the games before our eyes and reaches into the
depths of participants. What separates him from
basic reporters is the ability to delve deeply into his
subjects and humanize them. His is a lost world as he came along
right at the end of the great world of newspapers and journalism
and reading this collection makes one yearn for a return to that time
of actual, insightful reporters and not talking heads spouting the
canned words of their networks and advertisers. – BC

BIOGRAPHY & MEMOIR
THE DEAD ARE ARISING:
THE LIFE OF MALCOLM X
by Les Payne

Liveright, $35.00; pub. 9/29
Renowned Pulitzer Prize–winning investigative
journalist Payne embarked on a nearly thirty-yearlong quest to interview anyone he could find who
had actually known Malcolm X, resulting in a historic biography
that conjures the rarely seen world of its protagonist.

JFK: COMING OF AGE IN THE
AMERICAN
CENTURY, 1917-1956
by Fredrik Logevall

Random House, $40.00; pub. 9/8
Pulitzer Prize-winning historian Logevall has spent
seven years searching for the “real” JFK. The result
of this prodigious effort is a sweeping two-volume
biography that, for the first time, properly contextualizes Kennedy
amidst the roiling American Century.

THIS IS THE NIGHT OUR
HOUSE WILL CATCH FIRE
by Nick Flynn

W. W. Norton & Company, $25.95; pub. 8/25
A searing memoir from the critically acclaimed
author of Another Bullshit Night in Suck City. When
Flynn was seven years old, his mother set fire to
their house. The event loomed large in his imagination for years,
but it’s only after having a child of his own that he understands why.
He returns with his young daughter to the landscape of his youth,
reflecting on how his feral childhood still has him in its reins.

RED COMET
by Heather Clark

Knopf, $40.00; pub. 10/6
This new biography of Sylvia Plath focuses on her
remarkable literary and intellectual achievements,
while restoring the woman behind the long-held
myths about her life and art.

ELEANOR

by David Michaelis

Simon & Schuster, $35.00; pub. 10/6
Prize-winning author Michaelis depicts, with access
to intimate sources not previously available, Eleanor
Roosevelt’s privileged childhood, her marriage
and partnership with a great president, and the
universal acknowledgement of her humanitarian
accomplishments.

INSIDE STORY
by Martin Amis

Knopf, $28.95; pub. 10/6
Amis, a Friend of Square Books and prolific writer,
is one of my very favorite contemporary authors. He
was inspired to write this memoir by the life and
death of his closest pal, Christopher Hitchens, the
controversial contrarian, and he recounts their early days together as
London journalists, infamous partyers, and targets of much literary
gossip. Amis also writes of other friends and influencers of his work—
among them his dad, Sir Kingsley, Saul Bellow, Jane Austen, Philip
Larkin, and Iris Murdoch—and of his views on events of the 20th and
21st centuries. His aim is true, and with his characteristic wittiness, he
intriguingly relates how to be a writer, and how to love life. – LH

PAPPYLAND
by Wright Thompson

Penguin Press, $27.00; pub. 11/10
From Oxford author Thompson comes the story
of how Julian Van Winkle III, the caretaker of
the most coveted cult Kentucky Bourbon whiskey
in the world, fought to protect his family’s
heritage and preserve the taste of his forebears, in a world where
authenticity, like his product, is in very short supply.

WHAT BECOMES A LEGEND
MOST

I MARCHED WITH PATTON
by Frank Sisson

William Morrow, $28.99; pub. 10/20
A gripping first-hand account of World War II
written by a soldier with the American Third
Army who served under the legendary warrior and
participated in many of the most consequential
events of the conflict—including the Battle of the Bulge and the
liberation of Dachau.

HIS VERY BEST
by Jonathan Alter

Simon & Schuster, $37.50; pub. 9/29
This first full-length biography of Jimmy Carter
draws on fresh archival material and five years of
extensive access to Carter and his entire family to
tell the epic story of a complex man of faith and his
improbable journey from barefoot boy to global icon.

Signed
Copies
Available

by Philip Gefter

Harper, $35.00; pub. 10/13
Balancing glamour with the gravitas of an artist’s
genuine reach for worldly achievement—and not a
little gossip—plus 16 pages of photographs, What
Becomes a Legend Most is an intimate window into Richard Avedon’s
fascinating world.

KANT’S LITTLE PRUSSIAN
HEAD & OTHER REASONS
WHY I WRITE
by Claire Messud

W. W. Norton & Company, $26.95; pub. 10/13
In 26 intimate, brilliant, and funny essays, the
beloved novelist provides a glimpse into her inner
world, shaped by family, art, and literature.

Order Square Books gear, including T-shirts, mugs, and hats, online at
www.squarebooks.com/square-books-merchandise, or call the store at 662-236-2262.
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BIOGRAPHY & MEMOIR
HIS TRUTH IS MARCHING ON
by Jon Meacham

Random House, $30.00; pub. 8/25
A timely and inspiring portrait of civil rights hero and longtime U.S. congressman John Lewis, linking his life to the
quest for equal rights from the 1950s to the present. Lewis, who at age twenty-five marched in Selma and was beaten on
the Edmund Pettus Bridge, was a visionary and a man of faith. Using intimate interviews with Lewis and his family and
deep research into the history of the civil rights movement, Pulitzer Prize–winner Meacham writes of how the activist
and leader was inspired by the Bible, his mother’s unbreakable spirit, his sharecropper father’s tireless ambition, and his
teachers in nonviolence, Reverend James Lawson and Martin Luther King Jr. Get in the way!

EVERYTHING BEAUTIFUL IN
ITS TIME

THE SADDEST WORDS:
WILLIAM FAULKNER’S 		
CIVIL WAR

by Jenna Bush Hager

William Morrow, $45.00; pub. 9/29
In this poignant and humorous book, the former first
daughter and granddaughter, bestselling author, and
co-anchor of the Today show remembers the past,
cherishes the present, and prepares for the future—providing a wealth
of anecdotes and lessons for her own children and all of us.

THE SMALLEST LIGHTS IN THE
UNIVERSE
by Sara Seager

Crown, $28.00; pub. 8/18
In this luminous memoir, an MIT astrophysicist must
reinvent herself in the wake of tragedy and discovers
the power of personal connection on this planet, even
as she searches our galaxy for another Earth.

ONCE I WAS YOU
by Maria Hinojosa

Atria Books, $28.00; pub. 9/15
The Emmy Award–winning journalist and anchor
of NPR’s Latino USA tells the story of immigration
in America through her family’s experiences and
decades of reporting, painting an unflinching portrait
of a country in crisis in this beautifully rendered memoir.

POLITICS & SOCIETY
CASTE

by Isabel Wilkerson

Random House, $32.00; pub. 8/4
The Pulitzer Prize–winning, bestselling author of
The Warmth Of Other Suns examines the unspoken
caste system that has shaped America and shows
how our lives today are still defined by a hierarchy
of human divisions.

VANGUARD
by Martha S. Jones

Basic Books, $30.00; pub. 9/8
Acclaimed historian Jones offers a new history
of African American women’s political lives in
America—and how their pursuit of political power
transformed America. A worthwhile read to prep
for this November.
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by Michael Gorra

Liveright, $29.95; pub. 8/25
Interweaving biography, literary criticism, and
rich travelogue, The Saddest Words recontextualizes
Faulkner, revealing a civil war within him, while examining the most
plangent cultural issues facing American literature today.

THE LIFE OF WILLIAM
FAULKNER: THIS ALARMING
PARADOX, 1935-1962
by Carl Rollyson

University of Virginia Press, $34.95; pub. 9/22
Where most biographers and critics dismiss Faulkner’s
film work as at best a necessary evil, at worst a tragic
waste of his peak creative years, Rollyson approaches this period as a
valuable window on his artistry. He reveals a fascinating, previously
unappreciated cross-pollination between Faulkner’s film and literary
work.

SPEED READER

Sign up for our weekly newsletter, Speed Reader,
featuring book news, new releases, and upcoming
events at Square Books at www.squarebooks.com

THE PURPOSE OF POWER
by Alicia Garza

One World, $27.00; pub. 10/20
An essential guide to building the type of movements
that can address the challenges of our time, from one
of the country’s leading organizers and co-creators
of Black Lives Matter. Garza reflects on how making
room amongst the woke for those who are still awakening can inspire
and activate more people to fight for the world we all deserve.

A KNOCK AT MIDNIGHT
by Brittany K. Barnett

Virtual
Event
Sept. 9

Crown, $28.00; pub. 9/8
An urgent call to free those buried alive by America’s
legal system, and an inspiring true story about
unwavering belief in humanity, from a gifted young
lawyer whose journey marks the emergence of a
powerful new voice in the movement to transform the system.

POLITICS & SOCIETY

HAVING AND BEING HAD

by Eula Biss

MAKING SENSE
by Sam Harris

Ecco, $29.99; pub. 8/11
Harris—neuroscientist,
philosopher,
and
bestselling author—has been exploring important
questions about the human mind, society, and
current events on his podcast, Making Sense. This
book includes a dozen conversations from the podcast on topics that
range from the nature of consciousness and free will, to politics and
extremism, to living ethically.

JUST US

by Claudia Rankine

Signed
Copies
Available

Graywolf Press, $30.00; pub. 9/8
From the author of Citizen comes an invitation to
discover what it takes to stay in the room together,
especially in breaching the silence, guilt, and
violence that follow direct addresses of whiteness.
Rankine’s questions disrupt the false comfort of our culture’s
liminal and private spaces where neutrality and politeness live on
the surface of differing commitments, beliefs, and prejudices as our
public and private lives intersect.

HOW WE LIVE NOW: SCENES
FROM THE PANDEMIC

Riverhead Books, $26.00; pub. 9/1
This prescient new look at affluence by a consistently
surprising writer is a radical interrogation of work,
leisure, and capitalism. Playfully ranging from
IKEA to Beyoncé to Pokemon, across bars and
laundromats and universities, she asks, of both herself and her
class, “In what have we invested?”

TEN LESSONS FOR A
POST-PANDEMIC WORLD
by Fareed Zakaria

W. W. Norton & Company, $25.00; pub. 10/6
CNN host and bestselling author Zakaria helps
readers to understand the nature of a post-pandemic
world: the political, social, technological, and
economic consequences that may take years to unfold. In the form of
10 straightforward “lessons,” covering topics from globalization and
threat-preparedness to inequality and technological advancement,
Zakaria creates a structure for readers to begin thinking beyond the
immediate impacts of COVID-19.

DOWN ALONG WITH THAT
DEVIL’S BONES
Virtual
Event

by Connor Towne O’Neill

Bloomsbury Publishing, $20.00; pub. 9/15
The author of the beloved and critically acclaimed
Insomniac City presents a poignant and profound
tribute in stories and images to a city amidst a
pandemic—an ode to our shared humanity.

Oct. 15
Algonquin Books, $26.95; pub. 9/29
In this timely book, O’Neill investigates the
monuments and legacy of Nathan Bedford Forrest—
the Confederate General, terrorist, and first Grand
Wizard of the KKK, who William Tecumseh Sherman referred
to as “That Devil.” Through first-rate reporting, O’Neill helps us
understand that White Supremacy is a problem throughout the
country, not just the South. – RH

THE SPYMASTERS

ELECTORAL BAIT & SWITCH

Scribner, $30.00; pub. 9/15
From the bestselling author of The Gatekeepers
comes a remarkable, deep-access look at what it’s
like to run the world’s most powerful intelligence
agency, the CIA, and a thought-provoking look at
the espionage and surveillance challenges of the
future. The author also uncovered never-been-told details about
CIA operations from the last few decades and reveals those stories
here for the first time.

Prometheus, $15.95; pub. 9/24
Exploring our current electoral college system and
how it can foster massive inequality in voting rights
and open the door to manipulation of presidential
elections by foreign and domestic enemies of
democracy, this is a prescriptive and accessible guide
to change.

by Bill Hayes

by Chris Whipple

IT WAS ALL A LIE: HOW THE
REPUBLICAN PARTY BECAME
DONALD TRUMP
Virtual
by Stuart Stevens

Event
Nov. 17

Knopf, $26.95; pub. 8/4
To describe this book, more needn’t be said than
to quote Mississippian Stevens (former Republican
political consultant to five Republican Presidential candidates) in
Ian Frazier’s recent piece in The New Yorker: “The Party always
had a dark side. We thought it was a recessive gene, but it turned out
to be the dominant gene. I feel like a sucker.” This is Stevens’ eighth
book; bound to be smart and enlightening. – LH

by Bill Petrocelli

SIGNED FIRSTS CLUB
Sign up for a Square Books Signed Firsts
subscription and receive approximately one
book per month, signed by the author. If you’d
like to join, call 662-236-2262 or
email signedfirsts@squarebooks.com.
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SCIENCE & NATURE

A LAB OF ONE’S OWN

by Rita Colwell
Simon & Schuster, $27.00; pub. 8/4
A shocking tell-all from the first female director of
the National Science Foundation about the deeply
entrenched sexism in her field, how women have
found subversive ways around it, and how to fix it.

THE HUMAN COSMOS
by Jo Marchant

Dutton, $28.00; pub. 9/1
This spellbinding parade of the ways different
cultures celebrate the majesty and mysteries of the
night sky is an inspiring journey to the most aweinspiring view you can ever see—looking up on a
dark night. Marchant explores how that experience and the thoughts
it has engendered have radically shaped human civilization across
millennia. Lovely and moving!  

TALES FROM THE ANT WORLD
by Edward O. Wilson

Liveright, $26.95; pub. 8/25
Wilson recalls his lifetime with ants—from his first
boyhood encounters in the woods of Alabama to
perilous journeys into the Brazilian rainforest. A
personal account by one of our greatest scientists,
this is an indispensable volume for any lover of the natural world.
Highly recommended.

POETRY

AFRICAN AMERICAN POETRY:
250 YEARS OF STRUGGLE & SONG

by Kevin Young

Library of America, $45.00; pub. 9/29
A literary landmark: the biggest, most ambitious
anthology of Black poetry ever published, gathering
250 poets from the colonial period to the present, setting a new
standard for a genuinely deep engagement with Black poetry and its
essential expression of American genius.

FINNA

by Nate Marshall

One World, $17.00; pub. 8/11
Marshall’s sharp, lyrical poems celebrate the Black
vernacular and its influence on pop culture, its
necessity for familial survival, and its rite in storytelling
and in creating the safety found only within its intimacy.

WHALE DAY
by Billy Collins

Random House, $26.00; pub. 9/29
The thirteenth collection from the former U.S. Poet
Laureate gathers together over 50 new poems which
showcase the deft mixing of the playful and the
serious that has made him one of our country’s most
celebrated and widely read poets.
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VESPER FLIGHTS
by Helen Macdonald

Signed
Copies
Available

Grove Press, $27.00; pub. 8/25
Macdonald’s H is for Hawk was one of the most honest
and affecting memoirs I’ve ever read and rightly
put her on the map as a writer of rare and refined
talent. This new book is a sparkling reconfirmation
of her skill, featuring a wide ranging collection of intimate essays that
explore the natural world and our place within it. – CM

GOOD DOG
by Randal Ford

Rizolli, $40.00; pub. 9/22
With a compelling essay by W. Bruce Cameron,
this warm, tender, playful, and heartfelt collection
of dog portraits gives us a beautiful look into the
lives of our most cherished companions.  

AMERICA’S NATIONAL
HISTORIC TRAILS
by Karen Berger, photog. Bart Smith

Rizolli, $55.00; pub. 9/29
From the battlefields of the American
Revolution, to pioneer trails, to the Trail of
Tears, to the civil-rights marches of Selma
and Montgomery, this is the official book of the country’s 19 National
Historic Trails, where our entire national experience comes to life—
from indigenous history to the settlement of the colonies, westward
expansion, and civil rights—all beautifully depicted in a large-format
volume. If we can’t visit right now, at least we can read about it!  

BE HOLDING
by Ross Gay

University of Pittsburgh Press, $17.00; pub. 9/8
This book-length poem connects Dr. J’s famously
impossible move from the 1980 NBA Finals against
the Los Angeles Lakers to pick-up basketball and the
flying Igbo and the Middle Passage, to photography
and surveillance and state violence, to music and personal histories of
flight and familial love.

HOW TO CARRY WATER
by Lucille Clifton

BOA Editions Ltd., $28.00; pub. 9/8
These selected poems from Clifton’s fifty-year career
feature both familiar and lesser-known works by one
of America’s most beloved poets, including 10 newly
discovered poems that have never been published.

JIM HARRISON: COLLECTED
GHAZALS

by Jim Harrison

Copper Canyon Express, $16.00; pub. 9/15
In hundreds of energized couplets, Collected Ghazals
dances with matters earthly and profane, vivifying
Harrison’s potent and poetic genius. We sure miss
him.

www.squarebooks.com • 662-236-2262

POETRY
MISSISSIPPI POETS
by Catharine Savage Brosman

University Press of Mississippi, $28.00; pub. 8/17
Showcasing 45 poets associated with the state, Brosman introduces readers to the poets themselves, stressing their
versatility and diversity and describing their subject matter and forms, their books, and highlights the organic connection
between poetry by Mississippians and the indigenous music genres of the region—blues and jazz.

ART & MUSIC

WOODY GUTHRIE
by Gustavus Stadler

Beacon Press, $28.95; pub. 10/6
Part biography, part cultural history of the Left,
Stadler offers a stunning revelation about America’s
quintessential folk legend, who serves as a guiding
light for leftist movements today.

WATERCOLOR
by Marie-Pierre Salé

Abbeville Press, $125.00; pub. 10/6
This handsome volume features more than 300
full-color illustrations, specially printed on Munken
paper to capture the vibrancy and texture of the
original works. Inspirational!

by Melanie Light & Ken Light

Ten Speed Press, $26.99; pub. 10/20
A compelling photographic history of the
important moments of progressive resistance—
from the civil rights movement to the present—
to inspire the change-makers and activists of
today.

by Brandon Stanton

WHOSE BLUES?

THE LOOK OF THE BOOK

University of North Carolina Press, $28.00; pub. 10/19
Using blues literature and history as a cultural
anchor, University of Mississippi professor and
award-winning blues scholar and performer Gussow
defines, interprets, and makes sense of the blues for
the new millennium.

150 GLIMPSES OF THE
BEATLES
by Craig Brown

by Peter Mendelsund & David J. Alworth

Farrar, Straus and Giroux, $30.00; pub. 10/13
Part anthropology and part memoir, and enriched
by the recollections of 150 people, from Tom Hanks
to Bruce Springsteen, this book is a humorous,
elegiac, and at times madcap take on the Beatles’
role in the making of the sixties and of music as we know it.

Ten Speed Press, $50.00; pub. 10/6
Why do some book covers instantly grab your
attention, while others never get a second glance?
Fusing word and image, as well as design thinking
and literary criticism, this captivating investigation
goes behind the scenes of the cover design process
to answer this question and more.

by David Byrne & Maira Kalman

by Adam Gussow

Signed
Copies
Available

St. Martin’s Press, $35.00; pub. 10/6
After five years of traveling the globe, the creator
of Humans of New York brings people from all parts
of the world into a conversation with readers,
including hundreds of photos and stories of the
people he met and talked with in over forty countries.

AMERICAN UTOPIA

by Willie Nelson & Bobbie Nelson

Random House, $28.00; pub. 9/15
Abandoned by their parents as toddlers, Willie and
Bobbie Nelson found their love of music almost
immediately through their grandparents, who raised
them in a dusty small town in east Texas. Their close
relationship—which persists today (Bobbie also plays
piano with Willie)—is the longest-lasting bond in either of their lives.

PICTURING RESISTANCE

HUMANS

ME AND SISTER BOBBIE

Signed
Copies
Available

Bloomsbury Publishing, $24.00; pub. 9/8
From former Talking Heads frontman and
multimedia visionary David Byrne and bestselling
author and artist Maira Kalman—a celebration in
words and art of the connections between us all,
an overture for kindness and a call for jubilation, a reminder to sing,
dance, and waste not a moment.

WILD THING: THE SHORT,
SPELLBINDING LIFE OF JIMI
HENDRIX
by Philip Norman

Liveright, $28.95; pub. 9/15
Bringing Jimi’s story to vivid life against the
backdrop of midcentury rock, and with a wealth
of new information, acclaimed music biographer Norman delivers a
captivating and definitive portrait of a musical legend. This book will
make your heart sing!
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HUMOR

IS THIS ANYTHING?
by Jerry Seinfeld

Simon & Schuster, $35.00; pub. 10/6
For his first comedy book in 25 years, Seinfield has
collected all of the best material from his 45-year career and organized it decade by decade. In page after hilarious page, one brilliantly crafted observation
after another, readers will witness the evolution of one of the great
comedians of our time. We can all use some laughs!

SOLUTIONS AND OTHER
PROBLEMS
by Allie Brosh

Gallery Books, $30.00; pub. 9/22
From the author of the bestselling Hyperbole and a Half
comes a new collection of funny, autobiographical,
and illustrated essays, including humorous stories
from Brosh’s childhood; the adventures of her very bad animals; merciless dissection of her character flaws; incisive essays on grief, loneliness, and powerlessness; as well as reflections on the absurdity of
modern life.

CULINARY & LIFESTYLE

PIE CAMP

by Kate McDermott

Countryman Press, $35.00; pub. 10/6
This new book from the author of Art of the Pie
focuses on technique, then once you have the
foundations down, it’s time to mix and match
crusts, fillings, and toppings. What’s better than
pie?

THE MAN WHO ATE TOO
MUCH
by John Birdsall

W. W. Norton & Company, $35.00; pub. 10/6
In the first portrait of James Beard in 25 years,
Birdsall accomplishes what no prior telling of Beard’s
life and work has done: He looks beyond the public
image to give voice to the gourmet’s complex, queer life and, in the
process, illuminates the history of American food in the 20th century.

THE GOOD BOOK OF
SOUTHERN BAKING
by Kelly Fields

Lorena Jones Books, $35.00; pub. 9/8
A comprehensive, contemporary collection of
more than 100 beloved Southern baking recipes
from the James Beard Award-winning Kelly Fields
of the New Orleans bakery Willa Jean.

THE NEW CRAFT OF THE
COCKTAIL

by Dale DeGroff
Clarkson Potter, $35.00; pub. 9/22
The renowned cocktail bible, fully revised and
updated by the legendary bartender who set off
the cocktail craze—featuring over 100 brandnew recipes, all-new photography, and an up-to-date history of the
cocktail. Sazerac, anyone?

MODERN COMFORT FOOD

OTTOLENGHI FLAVOR

by Ina Garten

Clarkson Potter, $35.00; pub. 10/6
From cocktails to dessert, from special weekend
breakfasts to quick weeknight dinners, you’ll find
yourself making these cozy and delicious recipes
from the “Barefoot Contessa” over and over again.
Perfect for these stay-at-home days.

by Yotam Ottolenghi & Ixta Belfrage

Ten Speed Press, $35.00; pub. 10/13
Yotam and Ixta build on the cooking that made
Plenty and Plenty More bestsellers, this time adding
Italian and Mexican influences and revealing how to
understand, build, and amplify flavor through more
than 100 vegetarian and vegan recipes.

DESSERT PERSON
by Claire Saffitz

Clarkson Potter, $35.00; pub. 10/20
Saffitz, star of the Bon Appétit and YouTube show
Gourmet Makes, Saffitz offers wisdom, problemsolving strategies, and more than 100 meticulously
tested, creative, and inspiring recipes.

A HOME FOR ALL SEASONS
by Danielle Rollins

Rizzoli, $50.00; pub. 9/15
In interior designer Rollins’ second book, she
welcomes readers into her world and shows them
how to create gorgeous style at home in rooms
tailor-made for gatherings, get-togethers, cocktail
hours, dinner parties, and intimate suppers.

OFF SQUARE BOOKS has travel, gardening/home, humor,

cooking, architecture, and health, plus gifts, magazines, and bargain &
collectible books.
662-236-2828 @OFFSQUAREBOOKS
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Call (662) 236-2207 or visit www.squarebooks.com/junior

PICTURE BOOKS

NATALIE PORTMAN’S
FABLES

YOU’RE MY LITTLE BABY

by Natalie Portman, illus. Janna Mattia
Feiwel & Friends, $19.99; Ages 4–6; pub. 10

by Eric Carle

Perfect for reading aloud, these beautifully
illustrated retold fables will reverberate with
every reading.

Little Simon, $7.99; Ages 2–4; pub. 8/25

From beloved author-illustrator Eric Carle
comes this brand-new interactive board
book that features touch-and-feel elements
throughout!

Signed
Copies
Available

CURIOUS GEORGE VOTES
by Margret & H. A. Rey

SHORT & SWEET
by Josh Funk, Brendan Kearney
Sterling Children’s Books, $16.95; Ages 3+; pub. 9/1

Lady Pancake and Sir French Toast are back
with a twist: they’ve been transformed into
small children. Now it’s a race against the
clock to turn our favorite duo into grown-ups
again!

HMH, $14.99; Ages 4–7; pub. 9/1

On election day at the elementary school,
Curious George visits just in time to see the
kids voting for their new mascot. George
can’t resist getting in on the fun. He learns
about the candidates, collects campaign stickers, and casts a lot of
ballots. But what will happen when his hijinks start to get in the way
of the vote?

SOMETIMES PEOPLE
MARCH

HUDDLE UP! CUDDLE UP!
by Bethany Hegedus,
illus. Michael Deas

by Tessa Allen
Balzer + Bray., $17.99; Ages 4–8; pub. 8/5

Viking Books for Young Readers, $17.99
Ages 3–7; pub. 8/25

A timely and inspiring introduction to how
Americans exercise their right to free speech
by marching in the name of justice. Get in
the way!

The countdown to bedtime has begun. If
you want to snooze, you can’t lose in this football/bedtime mash-up!

I AM EVERY GOOD THING
by Derrick Barnes,
illus. Gordon C. James
Nancy Paulsen Books, $17.99; Ages 3–7; pub. 9/1

The confident Black narrator of this book is
proud of everything that makes him who he is.
He’s got big plans, and no doubt he’ll see them
through. Sometimes he falls, but he always
gets back up. So slow down and really look and listen, when somebody
tells you—and shows you—who they are. There are superheroes in our
midst!

Square Books Jr. is not yet open for in-store
shopping, but you can schedule a virtual
appointment with your favorite bookseller for
personalized recommendations at
www.squarebooks.com/square-books-jr.

I PROMISE
by LeBron James, illus. Nina Mata
HarperCollins, $19.99; Ages 4–8; pub. 8/11

NBA superstar and cultural icon LeBron
James makes his children’s book debut with
a knockout picture book that encourages
kids to be their own biggest motivators and
to be their best selves!

EVERYONE GETS A SAY
by Jill Twiss, illus. EG Keller
HarperCollins, $18.99; Ages 4–8; pub. 8/25

This follow-up to The Someone New cleverly
underscores the importance of speaking
up and using your voice for the youngest of
readers.
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PICTURE BOOKS
ESCAPE GOAT
by Ann Patchett,
illus. Robin Preiss Glasser
HarperCollins, $18.99; Ages 4–8; pub. 9/22

Another hilarious picture book from
Lambslide creators Ann Patchett and Robin
Preiss Glasser follows a plucky goat who continuously escapes the pen
and gets blamed for mischief.

DEAR BABY
by Paris Rosenthal, illus. Holly Hatam
HarperCollins, $18.99; Ages 4–8; pub. 9/29

The third picture book in the New York
Times–bestselling Dear Girl series: a
motivational and touching love letter from
parents to their new bundle of joy!

JULIA’S HOUSE MOVES
ON
by Ben Hatke
First Second, $18.99; Ages 4–8; pub. 9/29

A lovely story about accepting change
and chaos. Sometimes we can make
the best plans and things will still go awry-but as Julia learns, that’s
why we have friends and family to help us put things back together
again. Hatke’s illustrations of fantastical creatures are gorgeous and so
is kind, determined Julia. – ST

WHAT WE’LL BUILD
by Oliver Jeffers
Philomel Books, $19.99; Ages 4–8; pub. 10/6

Inspired by the birth of his daughter, and in
the same vein as Here We Are, this rhythmic
and heartwarming father and daughter story
from the beloved Oliver Jeffers is told in
rhyming text with Jeffer’s signature art.

BUNHEADS
by Misty Copeland,
illus. Setor Fiadzigbey

G.P. Putnam’s Sons, $17.99; Ages 5–8 ; pub. 9/29

The first in a series of picture books inspired
by premier ballerina and author Misty
Copeland’s own early experiences in ballet.

THE ALL-TOGETHER QUILT
by Lizzy Rockwell,

Knopf Books for Young Readers, $17.99; Ages 5–8 ;
pub. 10/27

This story of a community coming
together to make a quilt is a heartwarming
celebration of creativity and teamwork. The
kids and grown-ups at a community center
begin with lots of colorful fabrics and an idea. They design, cut,
stitch, layer, and quilt. It’s the work of many hands, many hours, and
many stories. The result is something warm and wonderful they all
can share.

MIDDLE GRADE
LAST KIDS ON EARTH AND THE
SKELETON ROAD
by Max Brallier, illus. Douglas Holgate
Viking Books for Young Readers, $13.99; Ages 8–12; pub 9/15

In this highly-anticipated 6th book of the bestselling
series, the Last Kids on Earth are about to have their
biggest adventure yet. That’s right—it’s ROAD TRIP
TIME!

A TALE OF WITCHCRAFT
by Chris Colfer
Little, Brown, $18.99; Ages 8–12; pub 9/29

Signed
Copies
Available

Brystal and her friends have saved the world from the
evil Snow Queen and secured worldwide acceptance
for the magical community. But in this magical series,
their journey is just beginning...
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A WHALE OF THE WILD
by Roseanne Parry,
illus. Lindsay Moore

Signed
Copies
Available

Greenwillow Books, $17.99; Ages 8–12; pub 9/1

Fans of Parry’s A Wolf Called Wander will rejoice with
her triumphant return, once again giving voice to resilient and extraordinary animals. In A Whale of the
Wild, swim alongside Vega and Deneb, orca whale siblings who must navigate the changing waters around them to find food and reunite with their
pod. This powerful read inspires as well as educates, giving its readers a
glimpse under the water’s surface to a world of perseverance, self-reliance,
loss, and hope. – MN

A WOLF FOR A SPELL
by Karah Sutton
Knopf Books for Young Readers, $17.99; Ages 8–12; pub 9/22

The Girl Who Drank the Moon meets Pax in this
fantastical tale of a wolf who forms an unlikely
alliance with Baba Yaga to save the forest from a
wicked tsar.

MIDDLE GRADE
KENNY & THE BOOK OF
Signed
BEASTS
Copies
by Tony DiTerlizzi

Available

Simon & Schuster, $17.99; Ages 8–12; pub 9/22

In this highly anticipated sequel to New York Times–
bestselling and Caldecott Honor–winning author
Tony DiTerlizzi’s Kenny & the Dragon, Kenny must
cope with many changes in his life—including the
fear that he’s losing his best friend.

BECOMMING MUHAMMAD ALI
by James Patterson & Kwame Alexander
Jimmy Patterson, $16.99; Ages 8–12; pub 10/5

Before he was a household name, Cassius Clay was
a kid with struggles like any other. Alexander and
Patterson join forces to vividly depict his life up
to age 17 in both prose and verse, including his
childhood friends, struggles in school, the racism he
faced, and his discovery of boxing.

PEACEMAKER
by Joseph Bruchac
Dial Books, $16.99; Ages 9–12; pub 10/27

A twelve-year-old Iroquois boy rethinks his calling
after witnessing the arrival of a mystical figure with
a message of peace in this historical novel based on
the creation of the Iroquois Confederacy.

DORK DIARIES #15: TALES
FROM A NOT-SO-POSH PARIS
ADVENTURE
by Rachel Renee Russell
Aladdin, $14.99; Ages 9–13; pub 10/13

Will Nikki Maxwell and her friends make it to Paris in
this next installment of the blockbuster Dork Diaries
series? Peut-être que oui, peut-être que non!

IKENGA
by Nnedi Okorafor
Viking Books for Young Readers, $16.99; Ages 10+; pub 8/18

Award-winning Nnedi Okorafor, acclaimed for her
Akata novels, introduces a new and engaging hero
in her first novel for middle grade readers set against
a richly textured background of contemporary
Nigeria. She introduces us to Nnamdi, a boy who
can access super powers with the help of the magical Ikenga. How will
he learn to control his newfound powers and complete the mission he’s
been given?

ARE YOU THERE GOD? IT’S ME,
MARGARET.
by Judy Blume
Atheneum Books for Young Readers, $10.99; Ages 9+; pub 9/15

One of Judy Blume’s most widely recognized,
bestselling, and banned-book-list-topping titles is
memorable not only for its lighthearted approach to
milestones like getting your period, buying a bra, and the innumerable
other struggles of puberty but also for speaking thoughtfully and openly
about religion. Margaret is trying hard to find where she fits in, and her
frank conversations with her own version of God have resonated with
young readers for decades. Celebrate the legacy of the iconic book with
this special edition, featuring a deluxe faux-leather embossed cover that
looks and feels as vibrant as the story within.

TRIALS OF APOLLO #5: THE
TOWER OF NERO
Signed

Copies
Available

by Rick Riordan
Disney-Hyperion, $19.99; Ages 10-14; pub 10/6

At last, the breathtaking, action-packed finale of
the bestselling Trials of Apollo series is here! Will
the Greek god Apollo, cast down to earth in the
pathetic mortal form of a teenager named Lester
Papadopoulos, finally regain his place on Mount Olympus?

BEFORE THE EVER AFTER
by Jacqueline Woodson
Nancy Paulsen Books, $17.99; Ages 10+; pub 9/1

National Book Award–winner Woodson’s stirring
novel explores how a family moves forward when
their glory days have passed. For as long as ZJ
can remember, his dad—a charming, talented pro
footbal star—has been everyone’s hero. But lately
ZJ’s dad has trouble remembering things because of the head injuries he
sustained during his career. As ZJ contemplates his new reality, he has to
figure out how to hold on tight to family traditions and recollections of the
glory days. Can those happy feelings ever be reclaimed when they are all
so busy aching for the past?

Junior’s Dozen
Foster a lifetime love of reading!
Junior’s Dozen makes it easy
by carefully selecting a book
appropriate for your child’s
reading level every month. Each
hardbound book has a unique Square Books,
Jr. bookplate naming the giver and reader,
personalizing a gift that will be cherished for
years. For more information, call 662-236-2207 or
email junior@squarebooks.com.
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GRAPHICA
DOG MAN #9: GRIME AND
PUNISHMENT
by Dav Pilkey
Graphix, $12.99; Ages 6+; pub 9/1

The Supa Buddies bamboozled the baddies, but all’s
not right in the world. Dog Man has a new problem
to pound, and he’s going to need his entire pack to
help him. Will he go barking up the wrong tree?

MAX MEOW: CAT CRUSADER
by John Gallagher

CLASS ACT
by Jerry Craft
Quill Tree Books, $12.99; Ages 8–12; pub 10/6

This follow-up to the critically acclaimed and
Newbery Award–winning New Kid is a poignant and
funny full-color companion graphic novel about
Jordan’s friend Drew, who has his own struggles
at Riverdale Academy Day School. Will Drew find a way to bridge the
socioeconomic divide so he and his friends can truly accept each other?
And more importantly, will he finally be able to accept himself?

DUNGEON CRITTERS
by Natalie Riess & Sara Goetter
First Second, $14.99; Ages 8–12; pub 9/29

Graphix, $12.99; Ages 7–10; pub 10/6

Max is just a regular cat in Kittyopolis, trying to make
it big as a podcaster, until he accidentally takes a bite
of a radioactive space meatball at his best friend’s
secret lab. Then before you can say “MEOWZA,” Max
becomes…(drum roll!)…The Cat Crusader!

WITCHES OF BROOKLYN

Join a tight-knit squad of animal companions on a
wild adventure investigating a sinister botanical
conspiracy among the furry nobility. Their journey
takes them through haunted dungeons, swamps,
and high society balls, and brings them closer together as friends.

LONG WAY DOWN

by Sophie Escabasse

by Jason Reynolds,
illus. Danica Novgorodoff

Random House, $12.99; Ages 8–12; pub 9/1

Simon & Schuster, $19.99; Ages 14+; pub 10/13

Dropped on her aunts’ porch in the middle of the
night, Effie is bitter about her new accommodations.
Soon, though, she discovers that her aunts, initially
seeming old and out-of-touch, can offer her a more
fun and magical life than she could ever dream. Debut author Escabasse
had me laughing out loud throughout this graphic novel, effortlessly
blending the problems of a typical new kid with a suit of armor librarian
and other fantastical shenanigans. – MN

TEEN

Will has six floors to go in this elevator, six ghosts
to meet, and six stories to tell before he decides if
he will shoot the boy he thinks shot his brother. This
groundbreaking novel in verse dives deep into the psyche of a teenage
boy who’s followed the rules of his crime-ridden neighborhood his whole
life, and the ten minutes when he starts to question them. Long Way Down
is chilling in its depiction of gun violence and heartbreaking in how it
shows those left behind. – ST

GROWN

by Tiffany D. Jackson

THE TRUTH PROJECT
by Dante Medema

Quill Tree Books, $17.99; Ages 13+; pub 10/13

Running out of the gate with her debut novel-inverse, Medema has given us a beautiful story of
family and self-discovery. For her senior project,
Cordelia takes a dive into her genetic make-up,
wholly unprepared for the devastation caused by her
results. Heart-wrenching and compelling, YA readers will love Cordelia’s
path to her own truth. – MN

Katherine Tegen Books, $17.99
Ages 13+; pub 9/15

Signed
Copies
Available

A tense, electric novel about a teen girl swept up
by a predatory musician. Enchanted Jones is a
talented, kind-hearted, and smart protagonist and
it physically hurts as you read to know that her
innocence and naivety are working against her best interests when
it comes to the monstrous man who ensnares her. This is a portrait of
misognyoir in America that cannot and should not be ignored. Jackson
throws more powerful punches with each novel she writes and is surely
making her way to the list of YA greats. – ST

Square Books has partnered with Libro.fm to bring you the best digital audiobooks
for adults and children alike. You’ll find bestsellers and great books hand picked by
Square Books and other independent bookstores. By choosing Libro.fm, which offers over
150,000 titles, you support a local bookstore and invest in your local community.
Visit libro.fm/squarebooks to start listening.
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TEEN

THOSE WHO PREY
by Jennifer Moffett

Atheneum Books for Young Readers, $19.99
Ages 14+; pub 11/10

MIDNIGHT SUN
by Stephenie Meyer

College freshman Emily is seduced into a campus
cult and must survive a deadly mission trip to Italy
in this psychological thriller from debut author
(and Mississippian!) Jennifer Moffett.

Little, Brown Books for Young Readers, $27.99
Ages 12+; pub 8/4

Meyer makes a triumphant return to the world of
Twilight with this highly anticipated companion: the
iconic love story of Bella and Edward told from the
vampire’s point of view.

ALL THIS TIME

A brilliantly nerdy rom-com about being yourself
with effervescent joy. Yoon is the master of teentalk and I loved these characters like I loved my
friends in high school. Sunny Dae, fake rock star
and geek extraordinaire, is the kind of teen male
protagonist who reads realistically, through every
ill-conceived plan and rock-star salute. I love him and I love Super Fake
Love Song. – ST

Simon & Schuster, $18.99; Ages 12+; pub 9/29

From the team that brought you the bestseller Five
Feet Apart comes a gripping new YA romance that
asks: Can you find true love when everything around
you is a lie?

by Nic Stone

Crown Books, $18.99; Ages 14+; pub 9/29

by David Yoon

G.P. Putnam’s Sons, $18.99; Ages 14+; pub 11/17

by Mikki Daughtry & Rachael Lippincott

DEAR JUSTYCE

SUPER FAKE LOVE SONG

Signed
Copies
Available

The stunning sequel to the New York Times-bestseller
Dear Martin. Incarcerated teen Quan writes letters to
childhood friend Justyce about his experiences in
the American juvenile justice system.

AMERICAN ROYALS II:
MAJESTY
by Katharine McGee

Random House, $18.99; Ages 14+; pub 9/1

Katharine McGee ups the frothy fun of American
Royals in its equally star-spangled sequel. Hidden
beneath layers of couture gowns, paparazzi
scandals, and will-they, won’t-theys, Majesty is the
book of the newly crowned queen Beatrice and how she finds her voice
as an independent woman and ruler. McGee keeps it modern without
ever getting specifically political and entertaining without being
salacious. Fans of the first book will not be disappointed! – ST

THE BLACK KIDS

by Christina Hammonds Reed
Simon & Schuster, $18.99; Ages 14+; pub 8/4

For fans of Jason Reynolds, Angie Thomas, and John
Green, The Black Kids is an unforgettable comingof-age story about a wealthy black teenager whose
family gets caught in the vortex of the 1992 Rodney
King riots.

THE COUSINS

by Karen McManus
Delacorte Press, $19.99; Ages 14+; pub 12/1

Another stellar mystery by McManus, who doesn’t
miss a stride as she takes on summer vacation
rather than the schoolroom. When three cousins
are summoned to meet their long-estranged (and
incredibly wealthy) grandmother, they unearth
more than just a family conspiracy. The Story family more than lives up
to their name in this twisty and completely unpredictable thriller. – ST

AMONG THE BEASTS
& BRIARS
Virtual
by Ashley Poston
Balzer & Bray, $17.99;
Ages 13+; pub 10/20

Event
Oct. 27

This tale has shape-shifting, ancient
curses, and a darkly enchanted wood,
but most
importantly, the world is
effortlessly queer
and diverse in a
way that feels both classic and modern.
Cerys and Fox are the kind of witty,
squabbling friends-to-lovers pair
that I adore, and both grow so
beautifully over the course of the
novel. More, more, more! - ST

With a TEEN’S FIRST subscription, the recipient will receive six signed books a year, plus assorted extras from
the publisher, such as trading cards, buttons, or totes. Provide us your name, mailing address, and preferred
method of billing to get started. All books are billed at cover price, plus postage if shipped. For more
information, please contact sami@squarebooks.com.
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“

We are one people with one family. We all live in the same house...and through
books, through information, we must find a way to say to people that we must
lay down the burden of hate. For hate is too heavy a burden to bear.
– Congressman John Lewis, 1940–2020
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We’re here for you.
Thank you for being
there for us.
Visit www.squarebooks.com for the latest
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As always, booksellers are on hand at all
stores to speak with you or fulfill your
online order. We continue to offer curbside
pick-up, shipping, and delivery.
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